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STANDARD FOR THE AUSTRALIAN TERRIER 
Th� Board of Directors of the American Kennel Club has approved the following revised Srandard for the Australian Terrier as

submmcd by the Australian Terrier Club of America, Inc.: 

GENERAL APPEARANCE 
A small, sturdy, medium-boned working terrier, rather long in 

propon:iotl ro height with pricked e;irs and docked or undocked 
rail. Blue and ran, solid sandy or solid red in color, whh 
harsh-textured outer coar, a distinctive ruff and apron, and a 
soft, silky top-knor. As bcl'irs their heritage as versatile workers, 
Australian Terriers are sound and free moving with good 
reach and drive. Their expression keen and intcltigc1n; their 
manner spirited and sclfas.sured. 

The follo,'\.'l.ng de-scriplion is that of the ideal Auscralian Ten·ier. 
Any deviation from thjs description must be pcnali1.cd t0 the extent 
of the deviation. 

SIZE, PROPORTION, SUBSTANCE 
Size--Height 10-11 inches at the withers. Deviation in either 

dircc1ioo is to be discouraged. Proportion -The body is Jong in 
prop0rtion to the height of the dog. The length of back from 
\Yithers 10 the front of the tail js approximately 1-1 1/2 inches 
longer than from withers co the ground. Substance-Good 
working conclitjon> mediu,n bone, corr«t body proportions, 
syrnmeuy and bala nee dctconinc proper weight. 

HEAD 
Head-The head is long and strong, The length of the muzzle 

is equal ro the length of the skua. Bxpress,'on--Kccn and 
incclligent. Eyes-Small, dark brown 10 black (the darker the 
better), keen in expression, set well apan. Rims are black, oval in 
'1tape. Faults: Light-<:olorcd or pro,:ruding eyes. Ears-Small, 
erect aod Pointed; set high on the sl-."'\dJ yet well apan, carried erect 
without any tendency to flare obliquely off the skull. Shull

Viewed from the front or side is long aod flat, stighdy longer than 
ic is wide and full belWeen the eyes, wit.h slight but definite stop. 
Muzzle-Strong and p0werful with slight fill under the eyes. 11,e 
jaws are powerful. Nose-Black. A desirable breed characteristic is 
an invened V-shaped area free of hair exteodiog from d1e nose up 
the bridge of the muzile, varying in kngth in the mature dog. 
Lips-Tight and dark brow6-or black .. rimmed. Bite-Scissors 
wi�, teeth of good si,c. 

NECK, TOPLINE, BODY 
Nech-Long, slightly arched and strong, blending smoothly into 

well laid back shoulders. Topline-1..cvcl and firm. Body-The 

body is of Sturdy structure with ribs well-spning bur not rounded. 
Conning a chest reaching slightly below the elbows with a distinct 
keel. The loin is strong and fairly shon with sligh1 ruck-up. Faults: 

Cobbioess, too long in loin. Tail-Set oo high and carried erect at a 
twellve to one 0

1clock position, docked in balance wirJ1 the overall 
dog leaving slightly less than one half, a good hand-hold when 
marurc, or undocked from straight to curved. forward.  The 
tailset is of primary importance.

FOREQUARTERS 
Shoulders-Long blades, well laid back with only slight space 

berwcen the shoulder blades a, the withers. n,c length of the 
upper ann is comparable to the length of the shoulder blade. The 
angle between the shoulder and the upper arm is 90 degrees. 
Faults: Straight, loose and loaded shoulders. Elbotu.--Closc to 
the chest. Forelegs-Straight, para11el when viewed from t.he 
front� the bone is round and ,nedium in size. They should be set 

well under rhc body, v.ith definite body overhang (keel) before 
them when viewed from the side. Pasterns---Strong, with only 
slight slope. Fault: Down on pasterns. Deu,claws-Rcmoved. 
Feet-SmaU, clean, catlike; roes arched and compact, nicely 
padded, ru.rnins neither inward nor outward. Nails-Shon:, black 
and strong. 

HINDQUARTERS 
Sirong, legs well angulated at the stifles and hocks, shon and 

perpcndjcular from the hocks to the ground. Upper and Jowcr 
thighs are well muscled. Viewed from behind the rear legs are 
straighr fron'I the hip joinrs to the ground and in the same plane as 
the forelegs. Faults: Lack of muscular development or excessive 
muscularity. Feet-(See uodcr Forequarters). 

COAT 
Outer coat-Harsh and straight; 2 1/2 inehes alJ over the body 

except the tail, pasrems, rear legs from the hocks down, a.nd the 
feet whkh are kept free of long hair. Hair on the ears is kcpr very 
short. Undercoat�Shon and soft. Furnishina,..,_.Softer than 
body coat. The nc<:k is well furnished with hair: which forms a 
protective n.1ff blending into the apron. TI1e forelegs arc slightly 
feathered to the pasterns. Top/mot-Covering only the top of the 
skull; or finer and sofrer rcxrure than the rest of the coar. 

COLOR AND MARKINGS 
Colors: Blue and tan, solid sandy and solid red. Blue and 

tan-Blue: dark blue, s1eel-blue, dark gny .. blue, or silver-blue. In 
silver-blues, each hair carries blue and silver altematirlg with the 
darker color at the tips. Tan >.n:nkings (nor sandy or red), as rich 
as pOssible, on face, ca.rs, underbody, lower legs and feet, and 
around vent. The richer the color and more clearly defined the 
better. Topknot-Silver or a lighter shade than head color. Sandy

or Red-Any shade of solid sandy or solid red, the clearer the 
bener. Topknot-Silver or a lighter shade of body coat. Faults:

All black body coat in the adulr dog. Tan smut io the blue ponion 
of the coat, or dark smut in sandy/red coated dogs. In any color, 
wh.ire markings on chest or feet arc to be penalized. 

GAIT 
As seen from the front and from the rear, the legs are strajghr 

from the shoulder and hip joints to the pads, and move in planes 
parallel to  the centerline of travel. The rear legs ,nove in the same 
planes a s  the front legs. As the dog moves at a faster t.ro1, the front 
and rea.r legs aud feet may rend to converge toward the centerline 
of rravel, bur the legs remain straight c:vc:n as they flex or extend. 
Viewed from the side, the legs move in a ground - covering stride. 
The rear feet should meer the ground in the same prims as lefr by 
the front fcer, with no gap between them. Topline ren1ains firm 
and level, \1ttithou1 bounce. 

TEMPERAMENT 
The Australian Terrier is spirited, alert, courageous, and self• 

confident, with ,he natural aggressiveness of a ratter and hedge 
hunter; as a companion, friendly and affectionate. Faulls; Shyness 
or aggressiveness toward people. 

Approved  April 7, 2021
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GENERAL APPEARANCE 

A small, sturdy, n1edium-boned working terrier, rather long in proportion to height with 

pricked ears and docked or undocked tail. Blue and tan, solid sandy or solid red in 
color, with harshtextured outer coat, a distinctive ruff and apron, and a soft, silky 
topknot. As befits their heritage as versatile workers, Australian Terriers are sound and 
free moving with good reach and drive. Their expression keen and intelligent; their manner 
spirited and self-assured. 

The following description is that of the ideal Australian Terrier. Any deviation fron1 this 
description must be penalized to the extent of the deviation. 



SIZE, PROPORTION, SUBSTANCE 

Size-Height 10-11 inches at the withers. Deviation in either direction is to be discouraged. 

Proportion-The body is long in proportion to the height of the dog. The length of back from 
withers to the front of the tail is approxhnately 1 - 1 1/2 inches longer than from withers to the 

ground. 

While the length of the Aussie's back is 1" to 1 112 )' longer than the height from the withers to the ground, its 
appearance of "long in proportion to height" comes from the length of body formed by correa angulation of the 
front and rear assemblies and the prominent forechest. There should def£nitely be something, the prominent 
forechest, to put your hand on in front of the forelegs, and something to put your hand on behind the tail: the 
point of the buttocks or ischium, the rearmost bone of the pelvis, which should project well beh£nd the insertion of 
the ta£! (ind£cating more length of the pelvic bone and better muscling £n the croup)'. The Australian Terrier does 
not present a square outline. 

'Rachel Page Elliott, The New Dog Seeps (New York, I 985) p. 54. 
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Substance-Good working condition, medium bone, correct body proportions, synunetry and 
balance determine proper weight. 

The Aussie is sturdy, neither fi"ne nor heavy boned. 

11 ! /) 
1/11; I\

y 
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TOO FINE BONED 

INCORRECT 

WEEDY 



HEAD 

Head-The head is long and strong. The length of the muzzle is equal to the length of the skull. 

Expression- Keen and intelligent. 

The distance from the tip of the nose co the stop is equal co the distance from the stop to the occipuc. The expression 

is confident, alert, showing keen awareness of surroundings. 
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INCORRECT 

SNJPEY MUZZLE, LACK OF CHIN 
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INCORRECT 

HEAD TOO SMALL 

FOR BODY 

INCORRECT 

MUZZLE TOO SHORT 



Eyes-Small, dark brown to black (the darker the better), keen in expression, set well apart. 

Rims are black, oval in shape. Faults: Light-colored or protruding eyes. 

Eye rims are oval or almond in shape. Rims lacking pigmentation, with liver-colored pigmentation, or excessive 

black pigmentation are incorrect. 

CORRECT 

l7 

INCORRECT 

TOO ROUND 



Ears-Small, erect and pointed; set high on the skull yet well apart, carried erect without any 
tendency to Oare obliquely off the skull. 

CORRECT 

CORllECT 

INCOAA.ECf 

SET LOW, TOO WIDE APART 
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INCORRECT 

SET TOO CLOSE 

INCOAAECr 

ROUND TIPS 

.... 



Skull-Viewed from the front or side is long and flat, slightly longer than it is wide and full 
between the eyes, with slight but definite stop. 

Muzzle-Strong and powerful with slight fill under the eyes. The jaws are powerful. 

The skull is flat, not rounded (domed). The muzzle is strong, not narrow. 

CORRECT 

FLAT SKULL 

CORRECT 

FLAT SKULL 

INCORRECT 

DOMED SKULL 

INCORRECT 

DOMED SKULL 

Nose-Black. A desirable breed characteristic is an inverted V-shaped area free of hair 

extending from the nose up the bridge of the muzzle, varying in length in the mature dog. 

The leather on the nose is the black, hairless area which narrows as it goes from the nose back toward the eyes. 
It generally develops after middle age. 

Lips-Tight and dark brown- or black-rimmed. 
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Bite-Scissors with teeth of good size. 

The correct bite has upper incisors fitting over the lower incisors. The teeth are evenly spaced, not crowded. The 
iwo jaws line up, one directly over the other. 

�"" "-:'��\\\ � 

� � 

:--

� 

CORRECT INCORRECT INCORRECT INCORRECT 

SCISSORS BITE LEVEL OVERSHOT UNDERSHOT 

Neck,Topline,Body 

Neck-Long, slightly arched and strong, blending smoothly into well laid back shoulders. 

CORRECT 
SHOULDER WELL LAID DACK, 

OF EQUAL 1,ENGTH TO UPPER ARM 
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INCORRECT 

STRAIGHT (STEEP) SHOULDER, 

TOO SHORT NECK 



TOPLINE - LEVEL AND FIRM 

CORRECT 

SWAY-BACKED 

INCORRECT 

HIGH OVER REAR 

Body-The body is of sturdy structure with ribs well-sprung but not rounded, forming a chest 
reaching slightly below the elbows with a distinct keel. The loin is strong and fairly short with 
slight tuck-up. Faults: Cobbiness, too long in loin. 

The forechesi extends well forward of the from legs. The keel of the chest extends below the elbows. 



_// 
INCORRECT 
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 GAY TA:.IL 

TOO HIGH SET

 TAIL
Set on high and carried erect at a twelve to one o’clock position, in balance with the overall dog, 
a good handhold when mature, docked leaving slightly less than one half, or  undocked from straight to 
curved forward. 
The tail set is of primary importance. 

LOW SET
INCORRECT

INCORRECT
COBBY

INCORRECT



FOREQUARTERS 

Shoulders-Long blades, well laid back with only slight space between the shoulder blades at 
the withers. The length of the upper arm is comparable to the length of the shoulder blade. 
The angle between the shoulder and the upper arm is 90 degrees. Faults: Straight, loose and 

loaded shoulders. 

SHOULDER BLADE 

(SCAPUU\.} ---

UPPER ARM 

(ll MER.US) ---

CORRECT 
SHOULDER OF PROPER LENGTH A D

LAYBACK, FORMING 90° ANGLE WITH 

UPPER ARM WHICH IS OF EQUAL LENGTH 
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I CORRECT 

STRAIGHT SHOULDER FORMING 

MUCH GREAT R THAN 90° ANGLE 

WITH UPPER ARM OF SHORTER 

LENGTH. NOTE RESULTANT LACK 

OF BODY IN FRONT OF FORELEGS. 



CORRECT 
CLEAN SHOULDERS, STRAIGHT FRONT LEG S 

1M�1
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7
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INCORRECT 

LOADED SHOULD E RS (BULGING MUSCLES) 

INCORRECT 

LOW SET SHOULDERS, WIDE SPACE 

BETWEEN THEM AT WITHERS 



ELBOWS - CLOSE TO THE CHEST. 

�� 
\ \! \j
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CORRECT 

ELBOWS 

CLOSE TO THE CHEST 
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I CORRECT 

our AT THE ELBOW 



Forelegs-Straight, parallel when viewed from the front; the bone is round and medium in size. 
They should be set well under the body, with definite body overhang (keel) before them when 
viewed from the side. 

INCORRECT 

PIGEON-TOED 

CORRECT 

INCORRECT 

TOO NARROW 

I 

% � 

tl/1, ,\; f, r I i , t11 1 

i�."''-��i:-1/' • 
I l-1 / S ' 

k r, 
I 

INCORRECT 

TOEING OUT 

INCORRECT 

TOO WIDE 

INCORRECT - FIDDLE FRONT. 

NOTE ELBOWS OUT, PASTERNS 

IN, FEET TOEING OUT 

INCORRECT 

LEGS WELL UNDER BODY LEGS TOO FAR FORWARD, 

LACK OF KEEL 
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Pasterns-Strong, with only slight slope. Fault: Down on pasterns. Dewclaws-Removed. 

CORRECT 
ONLY SLIGHT SLOPE 

INCORR CT 

TOO MUCH SLOPE 

DOW O PASTERN 

I CORRE T 

TOO STRAIGHT, CAN CAUSE 

KNUCKLING OVER 

Feet - Small, clean, catlike; toes arched and compact, nicely padded, turning neither inward 

nor outward. 

A 7 ·i 

, I I . . 

·,

INCORRECT 

BAREFOOT 

!, 1 ': ' 
··1 /' �

\\- h 
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I 

., 

CORRECT 

INCORIIBCT 

HEAVY FOOT 

NAILS-SHORT, IlLACK AND STRONG. 
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CORRECT 
UNO RSLDE OF OOT 

INCORRECT 

TOEI GOUT 

INCORRECT 

FLAT FOOT 

I CORRECT 

TOEING lN 



HINDQ.ARTERS 
Strong; le · well angolated at the tiOe and ho lt", hort and perpendi nlar from the hocks 
to the ground. pper and lower thighs are well muscled. Viewed from bet ind the rear legs are 
st.raigiht from the hip joint to we g£oundl and in the same plan.e as the rorelegs .. Faults: La.ck 
of muscular development or excessive mu cularity. 

_j( 

\, ).

I 

CORRECT 
OTE. HOW U:iNGTH AND ANGL S 

OF BONES GIVE WlDTH . D S. BSTAN E 
TO HINDQ.UARTERS. 

[ OR_R �CT 
S'l'RAIGHT STilFLE, HO IC 
TOO FAR OFF GRO D. 

OTE RE ' LTANT LACK
OF WIDTH & SUBSTA CE 

OF REARQUARTER • 

·CORRECT

. � ......

·r:-- f. �,
� •:&;,,�, I 

• 
., 

l ORRE T
T WIDE

IN ORR T 
TOO LOSE 
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IN ORRJECT 
COW HOCKED 

------
fl 

: •, 

I CORRECT 
1C_,KL HOCK 

I CORRECT

BOWED R-AR. 



FEET-(SEE UNDER FOREQUARTERS). 

COAT 

Outer Coat-Harsh and straight; 2 1/2 inches all over the body except the tail, pasterns, rear 
legs from the hocks down, and the feet which are kept free of long hair. Hair on the ears is 
kept very short. 

The coat is not wavy or curly. Hair on the fore/ace is shorter than that on che body to clearly define che shape. 
Hair around the venc is kept short. Hair between the pads is clipped. 

Undercoat-Short and soft. 

The undercoat is affected by climate and environment. A dog living in a cool, moist kennel will grow a more 
abundant undercoac than a dog living in a warm, dry apartment. Single-coated Australian Terriers that do not 
grow any undercoat under any circumstances are rare. 

Furnishings-Softer than body coat. The neck is well furnished with hair, which forms a 
protective ruff blending into the apron. The forelegs are slightly feathered to the pasterns. 

Topknot-Covering only the top of the skull; of finer and softer texture than the rest of the coat. 

In contrast to the harsh outer coat, the topknot is silky in texture. 
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COLOR AND MARKINGS 

Colors: Blue and tan, solid sandy and solid red. 

Blue and tan-Blue: dark blue, steel blue, dark gray-blue, or silver-blue. In silver-blues, each 
hair carries blue and silver alternating with the darker color at the tips. Tan markings (not 
sandy or red), as rich as possible, on face, ears, underbody, lower legs and feet, and around 

vent. The richer the color and more clearly defined the better. 

Topknot-Silver or a lighter shade than head color. 

There should be a definite contrast in col.or. 

Sandy or Red-Any shade of solid sandy or solid red, the clearer the better. 

Topknot-Silver or a lighter shade of body coat. 

There should be a defi"nite contrast in color. 

Faults: All black body coat in the adult dog. Tan smut in the blue portion of the coat, or dark 
smut in sandy/red coated dogs. In any color, white markings on chest or feet are to be 

penalized. 

"All black body coat" means an all black saddle, not a solid black dog with no tan markings. In other words, 
solid black must not replace blue in the blue portion of the coat. 
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GAIT 

As seen from the front and from the rear, the legs are straight from the shoulder and hip joints 
to the pads, and move in planes parallel to the centerline of travel. The rear legs move in the 
same planes as the front legs. As the dog moves at a faster trot, the front and rear legs and 
feet may tend to converge toward the centerline of travel, but the legs remain straight even as 
they flex or extend. Viewed from the side, the legs move in a ground-covering stride. The rear 
feet should meet the ground in the same prints as left by the front feet, with no gap between 
them. Topline remains firm and level, without bounce. 

)) 



CORRECT 
PARALLEL 

� 
r. \ 

I) �
( �I 

I 

/ I 

INCORRECT 

WEAVING 

CORRECT 
CONVERGING TOWARD 

CENTERLINE 

INCORRECT 

PADDING 
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INCORRECT 

OUT AT ELBOWS 

INCORRECT 

CRABBING 

INCORRECT 

TOEING OUT 

INCORRECT 

TOO WIDE 



CORRECT 
REAR FOOT MOVES INTO 

TRACK OF f1l0NT 

INCORRECT 

SHORT MINCING STRlDE 

INCORRECT 

HACKNEY GAIT 

INCORRECT 

RUNNING OOWN HILL 

3 

INCORRECT - PACING. 

NOTE LEFT FRONT & REAR LEGS 

ARE BOTH IN FORWARO POSrflON. 

INCORRECT 

GOOSE-STEPPING 



CORRECT 
PARALLEL 

INCORRECT 

TOO CLOSE 

INCORRECT 

COW HOCKED 

CORRECT 
CONVERGING TOWARD CENTER LINE 

INCORRECT 

BOWED REAR, BRUSHING 

34 

INCORRECT 

TOO WIDE 

INCORRECT 

OPEN HOCKED 



TEMPERAMENT 

The Australian Terrier is spirited, alert, courageous, and self-confident, with the natural 
aggressiveness of a ratter and hedge hunter; as a companion, friendly and affectionate. 
Faults: Shyness or aggressiveness toward people. 

Like most terrier breeds, the Aussie is extremely intelligent but without typical terrier independence and 
stubbornness. His willingness to please makes him easier co train for obedience than many other terrier breeds. 

The breed has a natural beauty. It has not been designed by man to fulfill any one particular chore: firring inco 
saddlebags, digging and fitting inro holes, trouing alongside hwses, etc., although it is certainly capable of all of 
these. Jc is not flashy, exotic, extreme or exaggerated. The Aussie was developed in a land of great diversity and 
must be agile, sure-footed, and move with kmg, reaching, smooth and driving motion in order co fulfi'.ll his 
heritage as an all-around worker. The beauty and balance of the dog must be maintained when the dog is in 
morion as well as when he is posed and still. 
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EXPANSION AND CLARIFICATION 

OF THE STANDARD 
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THE AUSTRALIAN TERRIER 

EXPANSION & CLARIFICATION OF THE STANDARD 

The Australian Terrier is a sturdy, low set dog of medium bone, rather 
long bodied in proportion to height, with strong terrier character 
alertness, activity and soundness. It has a harsh outer coat and a soft 
under coat with definite ruff around the neck extending into an apron 
covering the distinct breastbone or keel. Other breed characteristics 
include a soft-textured topknot and an area on the muzzle that is free of 
hair in the adult dog. Its appearance is intelligent, keen and rugged. 

The breed,s naturalness is an important characteristic. This is a breed 
that was developed in a land of great variety, and it must be agile, 
surefooted, and move with long, reaching, smooth and driving morion in 
order to fulfill its heritage as an all-around worker: one that excels at 
herding, guarding and vermin control. Ir bas not, through breeding, 
been specifically adapted to one particular chore. It is not flashy, exotic, 
extreme or exaggerated. 

The height of the Aussie is 10-11 inches at the withers. The length of 
the body comes from the forechest (keel) and correct angulation of the 
from and rear assemblies, and the length of the back from the withers ro 
the from of the rail: 1-1 l /2 inches longer than from the withers to the 
ground. There should definitely be "something,, to put your band on in 
from of the forelegs (the forechest or keel) and behind the tail (buttocks). 

SUBSTANCE: Good working condition, medium bone, correct body 
propo�tions, symmetry and balance determine proper weight. 

HEAD: Long, flat-skulled, full between the eyes with slight but definite 
stop. The muzzle is of equal length to the skull with fill under the eyes. 
The skull is slightly longer from the occipur to the stop than it is wide. 
The cheeks must nor be full or prominent along the side of the skull. The 
muzzle is strong, with long, powerful jaws and large, evenly spaced teeth 
that meet in a scissors bite. Lips are dark, right and clean. Nose is black, 
of moderate size with inverted v-shaped area free of hair in mature dogs 
extending to the bridge of the muzzle. This hair-free area narrows as it 
extends back from the nose towards the eyes. 
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Ears are small, erect and pointed. They are set high on the skull but 
well apart with no tendency to flare obliquely off the skull. In the 
standard where it says "set on high" it means ears are not set off the sides 
of the head. Where it says "well apart" it means not too close together. 
There should be no leaning of the ears at the base inward toward each 
other. 

The eyes are small, dark (as close to black as possible), keen and 
intelligent in expression. Large, round, light colored or prominent 
(slightly bulging) eyes are incorrect. The rims should be black in color. 
Lack of pigmentation, liver pigmentation or an excessive amount of black 
pigmentation give a foreign expression. 

NECK! Long, slightly arched, shapely and strong, it blends into shoulders 
that are long and well laid back. The proper length and arch of neck and 
the way the neck blends into the body are essential factors to correct 
Aussie balance. 

BODY: The chest is of medium width with ribs that are well sprung but 
not rounded. The chest reaches to slightly below the elbows and with 
forechest forms a distinct keel. The loin is strong with slight tuck-up. The 
topline is level. The body is sturdy in structure but remember, an Aussie 
should never be cobby or stuffy and, conversely, should never be too long 
or weak in the loin. 

TAIL: Docked, or undocked, the _length of the tail should be in balance 
with the neck and enhance the over-all balance of the dog. It should be 
set on high and carried at a twelve to one o'clock position. When 
sparring or extremely excited, the Aussie's tail may be carried 
temporarily over his back. 

SHOULDERS: Long, well laid back, set on high, clean and free from 
muscle build-up. Loaded, short, or straight shoulders are incorrect. In 
the Australian Terrier the upper arm should equal the length of the 
shoulder blade. The elbows should lie flat against the side of the rib cage 
or chest and nun neither in nor out. 

Forelegs are straight and set well under the body. The keel or 
breastbone is thus made prominent in profile by the correct position of 
the forelegs. Pasterns are strong with only slight slope. The forelegs 
when viewed from the front are parallel. 
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The front legs and the rear legs from the hocks down are of medium 

substance and round bone. 

HINDQUARTERS: Strong and well muscled but not heavy. Stifles are well 

turned and hocks well bent and let down. Viewed from the rear they 

should be parallel, neither t◊o wide nor coo close, and are straight from 

the hip joints to the ground and in the same plane as the forelegs. 
Excessive musculariry in the rear legs is not proof of good conditioning 
but rather, like build-up of muscle on the shoulders, an indication of 

structural faults. Also 10 be faulted is Jack of muscular development of rhe 

thighs. 

FEET: Small, catlike, well padded, turning neither inward nor out, clean. 

Toes are arched and compact. Nails arc short, black and strong. 

COAT: The Aussie is double coaced with a harsh straight outer coat, 2 1/2 
inches Jong, and a short, soft undercoat. Covering only the t◊p of the 

skull, the topknot is of sofcer and finer cexrure, as is the hair that feathers 

the back of the forelegs from the elbow to the knee or carpus. The hair 
that forms the ruff and apron is softer chan the body coat. Ears, forelegs 
below the wrists (knees or pasterns), feet and rear legs from the hocks 
down should be free of long hair. Tail should be trimmed neatly. The hair 
on the foreface should be groomed to clearly define the shape. 

The Australian Terrier coat, while harsh, is not as hard or as dense as 
that of many other terrier breeds. 

COLOR: The breed comes in two basic color patterns and three colors: 
Solid sandy, solid red, and blue & can. 

BLUE & TAN: Correct body colors are any of the following: dark blue, 

steel-blue, dark gray-blue and silver-blue. The agouci color pattern does 

appear in the breed (alternacion bands of blue and silver with the darker 

color ac the cips). Tan, as rich as possible, but not red or sandy, on face, 
ears, underbody, lower legs and feec, around venc and on rear facing side 
of tail. 

SANDY OR RED: Any clear color from lighc sandy to deep red is correct. 
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The topknot in either color should be a lighter shade than head with 

silver and platinum colored topknots also desirable. 

COLOR FAULTS: Dark smut in the sandy and red coats, solid black in 
place of blue in the body coat of mature blue & tans over 12 months of 

age, tan smut mixed into the blue portion of the coat. White markings 
on chest or feet are to be penalized. 

MOVEMENT: The action is free and forceful. When viewed from the front 

the forelegs move true, without looseness of the shoulder, elbow or 
pastern. The hindquarters must have drive and power, with free 
movement of the stifles and hocks. Seen from the front or the rear, the 
legs move parallel or converge toward a single track, depending upon the 
speed at which the dog is moving. Viewed from the side, they move in a 

ground covering stride, with reaching front motion and driving rear, and 
with no gap between where the front and rear feet touch the ground. The 
topline should be firm with no bounce. 

TEMPERAMENT: Confident, spirited, alert and courageous, with the 

natural aggressiveness of a ratter and hedge hunter; as a companion, 
friendly and affectionate. 

FAULTS: shyness and aggressiveness towards people. 

The Education Committee hopes you have found chis expansion and 
clarification of the standard enlightening, and are better able now ro 
recognize and appreciate the ideal Australian Terrier: its naturalness, its 
subtle beauty and overall balance-in motion as well as posed and still!. 
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GLOSSARY 

ALM ND EYE -the f ssue surrounding the eyes is oval shaped, Mundy p inted at both ,corners. 

ANG LA.TIO -the angles fo.rm d by bones me<::nng ai the adous j ,ints mainly tlle shoulder, sftl an 
hock j ints. 

APPL HEAD- omed, rounded skuU. 

RO -longish hair under tbe neck and on the from ection o.f the chest. 

BA K-the v rtebrae berareen the with rs and from of-the mil. 

BA ED-symmetrical ) typically proportioned as a whole ) well-proportioned. 

BAR.REL CHEST-rounded rib ct10n. 

Bl.TE-the relative position of th upper and lower teeth when the mouth is clos,ed. 

Bo E-the rielativc girth of a dog,s leg bones. Substance.

BRU :e1 G-a ga'ting fau] , hen paralle pastern are so c ose the legs bru h ln passing. 

C T I"EFT-r und,. c mpact feet widl well-arched, es. 

CH-, KY-checks pr minem) rounded, thick, protruding. 

CHEST-ti e section of the body or uunk between the neck m from and me abdomen behind, that part 
enclose . by the t-ib 

CHIPPE DALE FRONT-named for the Chippendale chair;. forelegs out at the e]bows, 'nor do eat th 
pa terns, and feet turned out. AJso fiddle front.

COAR -as applied to bone
) 

head or musde features.) plainer heavier, larger ) dumsier than desirabk. 
& applied to coat, harsh texture. 

COBBY-short-bodied, hort in overalJ proportions (height to length). 
Couru G�the pare of the body forming the junction of the ribs a d the hindquarters. 

Cowi10 KEO-when hock turn toward each ther, res"Ciicting · vement. 

CRABBING-dog moves with body at an angle to lir .. ,e of travel. Also side winding. 

CREST-upper. arched poufon of the neck. 

CROSSING ova-unsound gaitmg action which starts with twisting e]bows and ends with crisscros ·ng 
a, d toeing out. Al o eaving, p]aiting and Jlwjning & pur]ing. 

CRO P-the :rear part of the back,. abov th. hind ]egs. 

D wcLAw-an <;-era ·claw or function! s digit on the inside of me ]egs, u ually front but may also be on 
rear. 

D1se-FA ED-slight concavenes of the Jine from stop to tip of nose. 

DocK�to shorten a tail by curcing. 

DOMED-rounded in topskull) conve instead of flac. 

Dow ON P: STE.B -weak or faulty pastern se at a pronounced angle from the vertical. 

DRIVE-solid forward thrusting of the hindqua ers, d no ing sound locomotion. 

ELBOW-the j,oint between the upper arm a d forearm. 

EVEN BITE-meeting of front reem at edg:es with no ov,erlap of upper or lower te,eth. 

EXPRESSlO -the general app arano of an features of the head as vie ed from the from. 

FEATH RING- ongcr frjnge of hair on legs. 

E EAST AND WEST-fe t turning outwards. 

FIDDLE F.RONT-see Chippenda] front. 

lLL-fu1lne s of bone. 

FOREARM-the bone ofrhe foreleg between the elbow and pastern, 

FORE HEST-s ction of chest in front of th.e fo elegs. 



FOREFACE-the front part of the head before the eyes (muzzle). 

FOREQUARTERS-the combined front assembly from its uppermost component, the shoulder blade, 
down to the feet. 

FRONT-the forepart of the body as viewed head on. Forelegs, chest, brisket and shoulder line. 

FURNISHINGS-the long hair of ruff and apron. 

GAIT-the pattern of footsteps at various rates of speed, each pattern distinguished by a particular rhythm 
and footfall. The usual gait used in the show ring is the trot. 

GAY TAIL-carried too far forward. 

GOOSE-STEPPING-accentuated lift of forelimbs similar to hackney action bur with full extension of the 
front pasterns and feet (straightness of leg) before they couch the ground. 

HACKNEY ACTION-a high stepping action of the front legs (to keep paws out of the way of oncoming rear 
feet). 

IIAREFOOT-a foot where the two center digits are longer, an elongated foot. 

HEIGHT-vertical measurement from withers to ground. 

HINDQUARTERS-the rear assembly, pelvis, thighs, hocks, rear pasterns and feet. 

HOCK-the joint on the hind leg between lower thigh and rear pastern. 

HOCKS WELL LET DOWN-hock joints close to the ground. 

INCISORS-the six upper and six lower front teeth between the canines. Their point of contact forms the 
bite. 

KEEL - rounded outline of th lower chest, between prosternurn (froncmost portion of the breastbone 
th.at projects beyond the point of the shoulder when seen in profile) and the rearmost end of the 
breastbone, resembling the keel of a boat . 

.KNUCKLING OVER-faulry structure of the wrist joint allowing it to double forward under the weight of 
the standing dog (can be caused by too steep pasterns). 

LAYBACK-the angle of the shoulder blade as compared with the vertical. 

LEVEL BITE-front teeth of upper and lower jaws meet edge co edge. 

LOADED SHOULDERS-shoulder blades shoved out from the body by overdevelopment of the muscles; 
excessive development of the muscles on the outside surface of the shoulder blades. 

LOIN-part of the body on either side of vertebral column between the last ribs and the hindquarters. 

LOWER THIGH-the muscular region between the stifle and the hock joint. Also second thigh. 

MINCING-short, choppy, prancing movement lacking power. 

MOVING CLOSE-when the hocks turn in and pasterns drop straight co the ground and move parallel to 
each other. 

MUZZLE-the head in front of the eyes, foreface. 

OCCIPUT-upper back point of the skull. 

OUT AT ELBOWS-turning out or away from body rather than being held close alongside chest. 

OvERSHOT IlITE-the lower incisors are some distance behind the upper, no physical contact between 
their outer surfaces and the inner ones of the upper incisors. 

PACING-faulty gait in which legs on each side move together: left front and rear legs in forward position, 
then right front and rear legs. Tends to promote a rolling motion of body. 

PADDING-compensation action in which the front feet flip upward in a spilt-second delaying action to 
coordinate stride of forelegs with longer stride from behind. 

PADDLING-energy-wasting gaiting fault of the forequarters seen with dog coming on. Pasterns and feet 
move in circular, exaggerated motion, turning or flicking outwards at end of each step. Pinching in at 
elbows and shoulder joints causes front legs to swing forward on a stiff outward curve as if they were 
paddling a boat. 
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PADS-thick, tough, shock-absorbing black tissue on bottom toes. 

PASTERN-the region of the foreleg between the wrist ( carpus) and the foot. 

POUNDING-gaiting fault resulting from dog's front stride being shorter than its rear stride; forelegs strike 
ground hard before rear stride is expended. 

RANGY-tall, long in body, light-boned, high on leg. 

REACH-length of forward stride taken by forelegs without wasted or excessive motion. 

REAR PASTERN-the section of rear leg between the hock joint above and the foot below. 

ROACH BACK-a convex curvature of the back toward c)1e loins. 

Ru FF-the collar of profuse, long hair that stands out from the neck. 

SCISSORS BITE-bite in which the, outer side of the lower incisors touches the inner side of the upper 
incisors. 

SICKLE HOCKS-the angle of the hock is small and the foot is placed forward of a straight line from the 
angle of the hock to the ground when the dog is standing. 

SIDE. WTNOING-see crabbing. 

SINGLE TRACKING-all footprints falling on a single line of travel. When a dog breaks into a trot, his body 
is supported by only two legs at a time which move as alternating diagonal pairs; to achieve balance, 
his legs angle inward toward a center line beneath his body, and the greater the speed, the closer they 
come to tracking on a single line. 

SNIPEY-weak or pointed foreface. 

SouND-free from abnormality or defect impairing or likely to impair usefulness. 

SPRING OF RrBS-the shape or arch of the ribs after they leave the vertebrae. 

STIFLE-the joint of the hind leg between the thigh and lower thigh. The dog's knee. 

STOP-a step down in the topline of the head located between the eyes where the skull meets the nasal 
bone. 

STRAIGHT SHOULDERS-the shoulder blades rather straight up and down, as opposed to sloping or well 
laid back. Also referred to as steep or upright shoulders. 

THIGH-the upper thigh, the shank, the part of rhe rear leg between the hip joint and the stifle. 

TOPKNOT-the longer, silky-textured hair on top of the head. 

TOPUNE-the line of the back benveen withers and front of tail. 

TRo·r-a rhythmic two-beat diagonal gait in which feet at diagonally opposite ends of the body strike the 
ground together; i'.e. right hind leg with left front leg and left hind with right front. (See single 
tracking). 

TuCK-UP-the shallower body depth at the loin. 

TYPE-the characteristic qualities distinguishing a breed; the embodiment of a standard's essentials. 

TYPIE-a dog that is .typie is one that has the qualities that distinguish a breed and which embodies the 
essentials of the standard. 

UNDERSHOT BITE-opposite of overshot. 

UPPER ARM-the bone of the foreleg (humerus) between shoulder blade and forearm. 

VENT-the anal opening. 

WEEDY-inadequate bone, lightly framed. 

WELL LAJO BACK-describes shoulder placement: from the point of the shoulder where the blade meets 
the upper arm it angles away from the vertical toward the rear of the dog. Shoulders that are well 
angulaced are said to be well laid back. 

WITHERS-the highest point of the shoulder; the union of the top of the shoulder blade and the vertebrae 
just behind the base of the neck. 

WRY MOUTH-jaws do not line up with each other, 
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Videos: 
The Australian Terrier* 
Dogsteps-A Study of Canine Struaure and Movement (By: Rachel Page Elliott)* 

Videos available by mail from: The American Kennel Club 

• works highly recommended
0 ouc of princ but well worth seeking ouc 

•u ouc of prim, ioreresting, quirky history

51 Madison Avenue 
New York, NY 10010 
or phone: (212) 696-8392 
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